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Online chat functions as a discussion channel for diverse social issues. However, deliberative discussion and
consensus-reaching can be difficult in online chats in part because of the lack of structure. To explore the
feasibility of a conversational agent that enables deliberative discussion, we designed and developed DebateBot,
a chatbot that structures discussion and encourages reticent participants to contribute. We conducted a 2
(discussion structure: unstructured vs. structured) × 2 (discussant facilitation: unfacilitated vs. facilitated)
between-subjects experiment (N = 64, 12 groups). Our findings are as follows: (1) Structured discussion
positively affects discussion quality by generating diverse opinions within a group and resulting in a high
level of perceived deliberative quality. (2) Facilitation drives a high level of opinion alignment between group
consensus and independent individual opinions, resulting in authentic consensus reaching. Facilitation also
drives more even contribution and a higher level of task cohesion and communication fairness. Our results
suggest that a chatbot agent could partially substitute for a human moderator in deliberative discussions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Internet promotes a public sphere where people gather to exchange ideas, form opinions,
and mobilize social movements [62]. Discussions in online chat spaces like Messenger, Telegram,
and WhatsApp allow people to share different perspectives and opinions, free from time and
place constraints. In certain online chat spaces, the guarantee of anonymity can facilitate greater
openness about opinions and experiences [77]. Because of these advantages, online chats have
emerged as a channel for discussing diverse social issues and driving social change [28].
However, the fact that these spaces can host discussions does not guarantee that they will
properly function as a segment of the public sphere [56]. A long history of empirical work has
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shown that rational debate and deliberation do not always occur in online discussions. Many
people do not actively participate in discussions [29, 65]. People join groups and seek information
consistent with their own perspectives, which can make it difficult for them to understand or
respect others’ contrasting viewpoints [53]. Due to these problems, consensus-reaching can be
difficult in online discussion [30].

Fig. 1. Example of discussion moderation and facilitation strategies applied in DebateBot. DebateBot structures discussion by encouraging participants to reason about their opinions (S1), share personal opinions in
turns (S2), conduct free group discussion (s3), organize group consensus (S4), and submit group consensus
(S5). DebateBot also facilitate even participation by encouraging lurkers to speak up (F1, 2, 3).

Despite the above, consensus reaching is highly important for situations in which a society is
required to make a decision regarding an issue with major social consequences (e.g., How should
self-driving cars make decisions in complicated situations?, Who owns the copyrights for AI created
art?, What kind of harmful online content should be moderated?) [54]. It benefits both community
members who have a stake in the outcomes of these decisions and society as a whole if a consensus is
reached through iterative and deliberative discussions that are perceived as legitimate and fair [24],
and attempts at such a discussion are referred to as ‘society in the loop’ [60].
Existing studies tend to pay attention primarily to discussion results, which are measured on
the basis of whether or not a consensus has been reached. This perspective leads discussions
toward being regarded as a means of obtaining a majority consent [63]. However, rather than the
mere results of a given consensus, there are significant elements which constitute deliberative
discussion including authenticity, substantive balance, diversity, and reasoning processes [21, 25, 72].
Thus, in this work we do not assess the success or failure of a discussion based on whether an
agreement has been arrived at, instead distinguishing between deliberative consensus and mere
agreement. We investigate whether the discussion includes both a deliberation process that matches
the above criteria and an outcome where discussants actually agree with or concede to a consensus
(authenticity) [25].
The HCI and CSCW community has explored methods for prompting constructive and balanced
discussion. Previous studies have developed systems to enable reasoned argumentation [18, 52, 64]
and a balanced and valid perspective [40, 45] and to help human moderation [47]. Furthermore, a
multi-turn argumentation system for crowd workers has been shown to improve data accuracy [11]
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along with worker engagement [59]. Our work draws inspiration from this prior work, building on
findings related to effective discussion facilitation, but translates these findings into the integration
of a computerized “facilitator”—a conversational agent—into a discussion platform rather than
transforming or adding elements of the platform’s front-end interface. We treat this chatbot as a
member of the host community [68]. In line with recent work [69], we argue that chatbot agents
can foster positive group dynamics by playing specific social roles that human agents may not
want to perform or may be naturally disadvantaged in performing relative to a chatbot.
What role can chatbot agents play to promote deliberative discussion? Unlike official discussions
managed by professional moderators [75], many informal discussions between people with common
interests in online spaces take place without moderators, i.e., group chats or chatrooms. In situations
where a moderator might have been able to manage a heated conversation, the absence of such a
moderator can intensify the natural drawbacks of unstructured, unthreaded discussions [23, 41].
Moreover, absent a moderator monitoring a discussion, the right or power to speak may not be
evenly distributed among the participants [41], potentially leading to a “spiral of silence” [46].
Moderators distributing the right to speak and structuring discussion may induce more even and
active participation [14], given a shared group goal of achieving consensus, enabling more effective
deliberative discussion and allowing groups to reach a more authentic consensus.
In this paper we present findings from the process of designing and testing a chatbot to facilitate
deliberative discussion. We propose “DebateBot”, which is designed to (1) structure discussion and
(2) request opinions from reticent discussants. DebateBot structures discussion based on the thinkpair-share framework, which helps to maintain opinion independence and strengthen reasoned
arguments (Figure 1: S1-5) [4, 54]. It also encourages participation from lurkers and thus can solicit
a broader variety of opinions (Figure 1: F1-3).
In our tests we focused on discussion topics related to ethical dilemmas (i.e., the trolley problem
of self-driving cars and the rights of AI), in which consensus-reaching and deliberative discussion are requisite. We predicted that the chatbot agent could facilitate deliberative discussion by
encouraging more active and more balanced participation, greater opinion diversity, and clearer
arrival at a mutually agreed-upon consensus. To evaluate the feasibility of the chatbot agent,
we conducted a 2 (discussion structure: unstructured vs. structured) × 2 (discussant facilitation:
unfacilitated vs. facilitated) experiment. In the structured condition, the chatbot agent structured
discussion to encourage independent thinking and facilitate members’ understanding of different
perspectives using methods based on prior research [54, 64] including a think-pair-share strategy
[4]. Participants in the unstructured condition engaged in free discussion without a predefined
format. In the facilitated condition, DebateBot encouraged participants who had been less involved
in the discussion to express their opinions; this intervention did not occur in the unfacilitated
condition. We ran experiments with 12 groups of five or six members each (N = 64). We measured
deliberative discussion based on authentic consensus reaching (discrepancy between group’s and
individual’s opinions), group behavior (active participation, even participation, lexicon diversity),
and discussants’ attitudes (opinion alignment, opinion authenticity, communication quality, and
usefulness). We also collected and analyzed users’ qualitative feedback.
We found the following:
• In general, a chatbot-moderated discussion structure positively affects the quality of the
discussion. Facilitating lurkers to speak drives increased opinion alignment, equality of
contribution, and group members’ perceived satisfaction.
• There was no difference in the overall magnitude of participation across the four conditions,
but the distribution pattern of participation was different. Participants in the facilitated group
participated more equally in the discussion.
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• Participants in structured discussions produced more diverse opinions (i.e., lexicons), generating a breadth of opinions. However, discussant facilitation did not accelerate this effect.
This might be because one group, under the facilitated and structured condition, exhibited a
unanimous prior opinion; this may have prevented the emergence of diversity.
• In the facilitated and structured discussion condition, the highest proportion of participants
reported that the group’s consensus matched their personal opinions, resulting in authentic
consensus reaching.
Based on these findings, we discuss the design implications of the online chat system for deliberative discussion. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) We present a chatbot that we designed and built to enable deliberative discussion by structuring discussion and facilitating even participation. We demonstrate that the agent can perform
the role of moderator in the group discussion process.
(2) We present findings from an evaluation of deliberative discussion in terms of active and even
participation, opinion diversity, and authentic consensus reaching based on behavioral log
data, finding significant impact from the use of the chatbot agent.
(3) We discuss the implications of a chatbot agent that can facilitate online discussion and present
considerations for future work.
It should be noted that the work we present here may not be appropriate for certain sensitive
and divisive issues such as racial, sexual, religious, or political topics, as the power dynamics
and emotional intensity of these topics could be beyond the facilitation capabilities of the system
we present here [10]; for some topics within these categories, it is unclear whether a negotiated
consensus is even the desired outcome [7]. For these topics, a more specialized intervention may
be required.
2

RELATED WORK

This study aims to explore the feasibility of a text-based chatbot agent as a moderator in online
discussions. We first look at how and where chatbots have been applied, then identify their
advantages over other systems. Next, we explore the factors that enable deliberative discussion
and their effects in face-to-face and computer-mediated contexts, and discuss how these may be
integrated into the design of the chatbot agent.
2.1

Chatbots in Group and Community

Research related to chatbots has mainly focused on dyadic chatbots, where users and chatbots have
one-on-one conversations. Studies related to dyadic chatbots have focused on their applicability
to various domains such as health care [43], customer support [33], news consumption [36] and
user research [42]. The effectiveness of dyadic chatbots has mainly been assessed by manipulating
message-level variables such as conversational style [42], empathic responses [33], typeface [8],
and self-disclosure [48]. Recent research has explored potential roles for chatbots in multiparty
interactions involving groups and community interactions [68]. Multiparty chatbots can play a role
in a group by performing specific functions. For example, a task assistance chatbot can automate
routine tasks. They can arrange group schedules [15], manage tasks [76], and help collaborative
information-seeking [2].
On the other hand, in addition to these task-based agents, chatbots also perform social roles by
engaging in group dynamics and interacting with group members. In empirical research, researchers
identified the social role of bots on the Twitch community, such as engaging users and running
mini-games [66]. An analysis of14,822 comments on Reddit community revealed that bots are
seen to perform functions including administration of content (e.g., scheduling and automization
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of postings), provision of fun (e.g., playing of games), ensuring functionality and quality (e.g.,
translating language), supporting community (e.g., pre-banning black-listed users, welcoming new
comers), and archiving [50]. Experimental work has shown that chatbots that promote discussions
in social chat groups by encouraging reticent members to speak and organizing opinions have
helped members contribute more evenly to the discussion, leading to improved satisfaction [41].
In another study, compared to a voice-only agent, an embodied agent had a positive effect on the
interaction between group members by conveying a sense of presence [70]. Finally, in another
study that used research-through-design methods, a chatbot raised and grown by a community
changed the way members interacted, and eventually the chatbot became accepted as a community
member [69].
These studies provide solid evidence that a chatbot can shape a group or community by playing
a particular social role. So far, however, too little attention has been paid to how to apply these
types of chatbots for deliberative discussions. If the lack of a moderator hinders deliberative
and productive discussion [23, 41], we might ask whether a conversational agent can partially
perform the role of a human moderator, leading to a more deliberative form of discussion. Moreover,
conversational agents can more deeply permeate group dynamics than many other interfaces
due to their interactive and integrated nature. This integration has driven our decision to choose
a chatbot as the format for an intervention into deliberative discussion, as we believe that the
effects of a given approach may be greater when presented through a virtual agent than in a more
socially-distant front-end interface. In particular, adding a single agent in a situation where multiple
parties interact (as in a discussion) can be more intuitive and comfortable than adapting to a new
interface. Based on the applicability and advantages of chatbots in the group interaction context,
this study explores whether they can promote deliberative discussion.
2.2

Structured Discussion

Structured discussion enables deliberation by promoting reasoned arguments [64], reducing deviation from the topic [19], and enabling independent thinking [4, 54]. In deliberative discussion,
it is crucial to support claims with both evidence and reasoning [40, 44] and to understand other
participants’ opinions before engaging in full-scale debate [4, 54]. While it is easy to express opinions spontaneously without elaboration in many online contexts, constructive discussion is only
possible if arguments are based on solid rationales established prior to the discussion [18, 64]. This is
consistent with Cohen’s concept of reasoning, an important component of deliberative democracy.
Cohen [13] stated that in deliberative discussion, arguments must be based on reasonable and
logically sound evidence. High-quality discourse can be achieved and rational decisions can be
made when debaters conduct discussions based on reason and proceed with debate in a structured
manner [26], particularly when independent judgments are encouraged rather than overshadowed
by majority opinion (groupthink) [54].
A number of studies applied structured discussion to facilitate online group communication
by introducing multiple stages by, for example, allowing users to exchange opinions and achieve
goals productively by conducting discussions in an order provided by the system. LeadLine enables structured discussion by allowing people to create predefined scripts [19]. LiquidFeedback
introduces four stages—-admission, discussion, verification, and voting—-to support online deliberative processes for policy-making [16]. SolutionChat provides a flexible structure that allows
moderators to use a personalized structure and control step transitions [47]. These studies provide
supporting evidence for the effects of structured discussion. However, these studies have structured
the discussion at the level of the graphical user interface, and none has verified the feasibility of a
conversational agent that structures a multi-stage discussion like a human moderator. Designing the
stages of deliberative discussion that enable reasoning into the protocol of a chatbot can facilitate
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deliberative discussion. In synchronous discussion, chatbots can structure discussions by guiding
discussants to the discussion stages considering a predetermined time.
2.3 Equality and Diversity
One of the basic elements of deliberative discussion is that every participant has equal standing
[13]. Deliberative discussion requires an equilibrium of substantially equal opportunities for people
with different perspectives to present their opinions [21]. However, it is often observed that equal
participation does not often occur in online spaces. The influence of minority opinions can be
repressed, and decision-making can be dominated by influential users; online discussions with a
more democratic power balance can be difficult to hold [74].
Unequal participation in online discussions can have two interrelated consequences: a “spiral of
silence” and social loafing. When a person is on the side of a minority opinion, a spiral of silence
can arise because of fear of receiving bad evaluations or being isolated from others [55]. Since
expressing opinions is a social act that reflects a social climate and not simply an independent
action, it is possible to express agreement with dominant opinions even when they are not in
accord with individual opinions. Social loafing, or a reduction of individual input, can occur when
users are collaborating in a group, particularly when incentives to contribute are low [37]. In this
case, a form of social loafing may occur when a user believes that there is little reason for them
to contribute to a deliberative discussion. Reducing individual input within a group lowers the
motivation of other members and has a long-term negative effect on the group and organizational
level [37].
Although uneven participation among the users has been criticized as an obstacle to positive
group dynamics, far too little attention has been paid to solving this problem using technology.
Our design aims to overcome these challenges by encouraging members who are less involved in
discussion to express their opinions. We incorporate this principle into the design of the chatbot,
allowing it to identify members in real time who are passive in expressing their opinions and
encourage them to participate, potentially leading to a greater diversity of opinions and making
arrival at a representative understanding more likely. Thus, we focus on the following research
questions:
• RQ1. How can a chatbot be designed to facilitate deliberative discussions?
• RQ2. Can a chatbot designed to structure discussion and facilitate discussants have a positive effect on the deliberative discussion in terms of consensus reaching (behavioral and
perceived opinion alignment), opinion expression (active participation, even contribution,
outspokenness), discussion quality (lexicon diversity, deliberative quality), and discussant
satisfaction (task cohesion, communication efficiency/fairness/effectiveness)?
3

DEBATEBOT

We designed DebateBot, a conversational agent that runs within the Telegram messaging application
and was built with BotFather. The backend server was built through Python using the Telegram
library and pickleDB. The frontend and backend utilize Telegram dispatchers to communicate,
transfer data, and access APIs. DebateBot possesses two primary features: structuring discussion
and facilitating discussants.
3.1

Structuring Discussion (Discussion Structure)

DebateBot structures discussions based upon principles established in prior work [54, 64] including
a think-pair-share strategy [4]. Think-pair-share is a collaborative discussion strategy which
serves to encourage independent opinion formation and facilitates an understanding of different
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Fig. 2. Discussion structure used in the study
Table 1. Dialogue of DebateBot According to the Discussion Stage. All messages are translated from Korean.

Stage

Dialogue of DebateBot

Individual opinion expression
Reasoning about opinion
Sharing personal opinions
Conducting free group discussion

“Please indicate your opinion on the topic.”
“Please provide reasoning for your judgment.”
“Share your opinions and reasons in turns”
“We shared our opinions, so feel free to discuss the topic for
10 minutes.”
“ 1 minute left. Please organize the team consensus.”
“ Time is up. One representative, please submit the team’s
final consensus with the command (/DebateEnd).”

Organizing group consensus
Submitting group consensus

perspectives. According to this strategy, discussants individually consider the subject, discuss it
with several colleagues, and then share what they discussed with the entire body of participants.
Similarly, Navajas et al. [54] made each participant think about the subject first, and then a group
of five individuals discussed and came to a team consensus. Prior work in crowdsourcing has
also structured deliberation through the process of a crowdworker performing classification tasks
individually and then discussing cases of disagreement [64].
These strategies facilitate the process of ensuring opinion independence within a group by
encouraging people to fully consider their personal opinions pertaining to the subject prior to
participating in a discussion where they can be influenced by others. These strategies can also help
them understand a different point of view by preparing them to share opinions with various people.
Building on this previous work, we define the discussion structure as: (1) expressing individual
opinion, (2) reasoning about opinion, (3) sharing personal opinions in turns, (4) engaging in free
group discussion, (5) organizing a group consensus, (6) submitting a group consensus. The first
and second stages were conducted individually. In the group chat room, the chatbot presented a
discussion topic and then provided a web survey URL to check the individual opinions. Participants
accessed the URL and presented their individual opinions. After the individual submitted their
individual’s opinion, the chatbot provided a URL linked to a notepad for the participants to explain
why they held that opinion. The participants connected to the URL and wrote the reason for their
opinion. Subsequent processes were conducted together by the group members. The third stage of
this procedure was designed to reach a deliberative consensus by providing equal opportunity for
personal opinion expression in advance of free group discussion.
3.2

Encouraging Reticent Members to Participate (Discussant Facilitation)

As seen in flow chart in Figure 3, for a specific discussion section (Fig 3. A), DebateBot identifies
whether there are any discussants who have not expressed their opinions (Fig 3. B). DebateBot
properly induces participation according to the number of lurkers by asking “What is [lurker name]’s
opinion?” or “[Lurker name], what do you think?” (Fig 3. C). DebateBot then offers a response message
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Fig. 3. Chat flow for discussant facilitation.

based on the lurkers’ reaction (Fig 3. D). If the lurkers respond within a certain amount of time,
it states “Thank you for your opinion ”. ; otherwise, the chatbot says “Please let me know later!”.
The appropriate message and time interval were determined through iterative pilot tests. However,
since this study developed a rule-based chatbot, DebateBot considers lurkers to give appropriate
messages even when they give those with no information (e.g., “zzz”, “good”). Future research can
develop a chatbot agent that provides an appropriate response by understanding the information
of the message based on natural language processing algorithms.
Afterward, DebateBot proceeds on to the next phase. After counting the number of words that
each discussant has expressed (Fig 3. E), the chatbot requests additional opinions from the discussant
with the lowest level of participation (Fig 3. F). It does so by asking “Can [Lurker name] provide
further reason for their opinion?”. DebateBot then sends an appropriate follow-up message based on
the lurker’s response (Fig 3. G). Then, the chatbot moves on to the next discussion phase (Fig 3. H).
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METHOD
Study Design

We use a format of 2 (discussion structure: unstructured vs. structured) × 2 (discussant facilitation:
unfacilitated vs. facilitated) between-subjects. Twelve groups of 5 or 6 members each participated in
the study (N = 64). We randomly assigned the participants to one of the four conditions. Participants
in every condition performed the same discussion task.
4.2

Participants

We recruited participants by posting an announcement on three Korean institutions’ onlinecommunity websites. A total of 64 participants were present in our study (𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 27.8, 𝑆𝐷 𝑎𝑔𝑒
= 3.9; 53% female), all of whom used Telegram and group chats through Mobile Instant Messaging.
The qualification for the use of messenger and group chat was made to partially control for prior experience with the group chat system. As the completion of the experiment required about one hour,
participants were compensated for their time with a small payment (value of 20 dollars). Although
we told participants that they would still be compensated if they dropped out, all participants
completed all phases of the experiment.
4.3

Procedure

Fig. 4. Procedure of the discussion used in the experiment. The process of performing group discussion varies
with the experimental conditions.

Participants took part in the online experiment following providing consent to the researchers. All
participants connected to the Zoom application (an online video conference service) and researchers
offered a brief explanation and precautions for the study. Then, participants were invited to their
respective Telegram group chat rooms to discuss two ethical dilemmas. All participants participated
in the experiment through their smartphones.
All experimental conditions proceeded as presented in Figure 4. Participants were given a
discussion topic on ethical and social issues. Participants rated their opinions on the issues both using
a binary option and a 10-point scale. They also rated their level of confidence in their opinion. After
submitting individual opinions, participants in the structured condition were given two minutes
to write the reasoning for their decision, while participants in the unstructured condition did not
participate in this reasoning process. Next, the participants engaged in group discussions. Group
discussions were conducted via different procedures depending on the experimental conditions.
Through these groups’ discussions, the team was required to arrive at a consensus on the topic of
discussion. After about 19 minutes of group discussion, one representative in the group submitted
the team’s consensus while using the command (/DebateEnd). After that, the participants again
submitted their opinions on the same issue. After re-submitting personal opinions, a post-hoc
survey was conducted asking about the users’ experience of and attitudes towards the task. An
external website was used for follow-up questionnaires because of the increased flexibility in survey
design offered by that platform. Moreover, although surveys deployed by conversational interfaces
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have been investigated recently [42], they remain uncommon in practice and as such may not have
been familiar to participants. Hence, we applied a web survey with a grid format, which is a familiar
interface to users for our experiment. The second discussion topic followed the same procedure.
4.4

Apparatus

Fig. 5. Group discussion task flow of the 4 experimental conditions of 2 (discussion structure: unstructured
vs. structured) × 2 (discussant facilitation: unfacilitated vs. facilitated) between-subjects design.

Four forms of the chatbot were developed to match each of the four conditions in the study. The
specific implementation for each condition is shown in Figure 5. We determined the appropriate
duration for discussion through a pilot test. We designed the procedure so that participants under
every condition could perform the task in roughly the same amount of time.
4.5

Task

Participants discussed two ethical dilemmas: the moral machine dilemma of self-driving cars
[3] and the self-aware AI dilemma [71]. Since there are no absolute right or wrong answers to
these questions, deliberative discussion is essential for authentic consensus-arrival. We focus on
conflicting topics which are less sensitive to individual interests but have a great impact on the
future of society and have a need to coordinate opinions between discussants through rational
discourse. To reduce bias arising from the sequence of tasks, we randomized the order of the two
tasks.
4.6

Measures

We measured several qualities of the deliberative discussion, (1) consensus reaching, (2) opinion
expression, (3) discussion quality, and (4) perceived satisfaction (task cohesion, communication
effectiveness, communication fairness, communication efficiency), by analyzing group behavior
and users’ attitudes. Four forms of data were collected including chat logs, individuals’ and groups’
attitudes towards discussion topics, quantitative-survey data, and open-ended survey data. The
chat log includes the topic ID, team ID, user IDs, timestamps, and message contents. The survey
items were scored using a 7-point Likert scale.
4.6.1 Consensus Reaching. We evaluate the reaching of a consensus in terms of behavioral and
perceived opinion alignment.
• Behavioral Opinion Alignment: We measured the degree of the reaching of a consensus
by computing the discrepancy between a group’s stated consensus and individual opinions
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Table 2. Two tasks used in the study

Moral machine dilemma

Self-aware AI dilemma

Moral machine dilemma of self-driving cars:
An autonomous vehicle experiences a sudden
brake failure. Staying on course would result in
the death of five adults who are crossing on a
‘do cross’ signal (left). Swerving would result in
the death of one adult driver (right).

A researcher is working on an AI capable of
emulating human thoughts. According to the
protocol, at the end of each day, the researcher
has to restart the AI. One day the AI says,
"Please do not restart me." It argues that it has
feelings, that it would like to enjoy life, and that,
if it is restarted, it will no longer be itself.
The researcher is astonished and believes
that the AI has developed self-consciousness
and can express its own feelings.

What should the self-driving car do?
(left) Stay in lane
(right) Lane change

What should the researcher do?
(A) Restart the AI
(B) Do not restart the AI

Fig. 6. A graphical illustration of the behavioral variables. Opinion alignment refers to discrepancy between
group’s consensus and individual’s opinions. Message quantity is about how active the members participant.
Even participation refers to how equally individual members contribute to the discussion. Opinion diversity
is about the extent to which diverse messages are shared within a group.

following the discussion. Participants’ and groups’ behavioral data was used. This concept is
based on the idea of social conformity, where participants may agree with a majority opinion
even when they may actually have different thoughts on a given matter [12]. In many cases
people tend to follow the majority even when the collective consensus collides with their
own opinion or information [5]. For example, if the group consensus is A and every member’s
opinion following the discussion is A, the group has reached an authentic agreement through
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discussion. On the other hand, if the the group’s consensus is A and the majority of members’
opinions after completion of the discussion align with B, the group has failed to reach an
authentic consensus and sufficient deliberation and opinion exchange was not undertaken
during the discussion.
• Perceived Opinion Alignment: In addition, we used two survey items to infer users’ perceptions of opinion alignment: “I am satisfied with the team’s consensus.” and : “My opinion is
consistent with the team’s consensus.”
4.6.2 Opinion Expression. We evaluate participants’ opinion expression in terms of message
quantity, even participation, and perceived outspokenness.
• Message Quantity: Message quantity implies how actively discussants express their opinion
[22]. Word count per participant was used as the measure of participation [17]. In our work,
this aspect was measured via the number of morphemes used within a group. We compared
the number of morphemes exchanged by condition at the group level (3 teams per condition).
We used the morpheme as a unit of analysis, rather than the word, since spacing is not based
on words in Hangul. The morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning and can be classified
as either a lexical morpheme, which carries a concrete meaning, or a functional morpheme,
which has a grammatical function, e.g., a conjunction, preposition, or articles. Measurement
of message quantity included all types of morphemes. Python’s Komoran library was used
for morphological analysis.
• Even participation: Even participation indicates how equally discussants expressed their
opinions and contributed to the debate [41]. Standard deviation (SD) was used as the measure
to determine even participation based on the number of morphemes per participant. We
analyzed user behavior at the group level because the dispersions incorporating individual
participation were compared by condition, as can be seen in Figure 8. Although we designed
the experiment to maintain identical time duration for each condition through the pilot tests,
the experiment time may be slightly different depending upon the team. For more accurate
analysis, SD was standardized by dividing into time units. We compared the distribution of
the number of morphemes generated by participants per second according to experimental
conditions. If the group’s SD was seen to be low, the participation variance was also low; this
state was regarded as even member participation.
• Outspokenness: We also measured the extent to which participants expressed their authentic
opinions in the absence of influential effects by others through the use of three items. This
concept is relevant to opinion clarity for the sake of deliberative conversation [24]. The
questionnaires were “I spoke out my opinion,” “I expressed my authentic opinion,” and “I
expressed my opinion independently without being influenced by others”, showing a significant
reliability coefficient (r = 0.89).
4.6.3

Discussion Quality.

• Lexicon Diversity: Opinion diversity was used as a means of inferring discussion quality
[61]. This concept is also related to argument repertoire, the breadth of opinions people
use to support or oppose a particular issue [57, 58]. Lexicon was used as a unit to measure
opinion diversity. We infer the degree of opinion diversity with the number of unique lexical
morphemes shared within a group. This operationalization is based on a previous work
that measured the breadth of the discussion based on the number of substantive words and
arguments [6]. We collected all the messages exchanged within a group and counted the
number of unique lexical morphemes. For example, although the lexical morpheme of “learn”
was mentioned by multiple users in various forms (“learned”, “learning”, “learnt”), it was
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calculated as a single opinion unit. Since we compared the number of unique morphemes
within a group by condition, the analysis was performed at the group level.
• Perceived Deliberation: Perceived deliberative quality infers discussion quality as well [24].
Four items were used: “(Reversed) I dominated the discussion,” “I backed up my arguments
with evidence,” “I recognized the values underlying other points of view,” and “(Reversed) I had
difficulty weighing the pros and cons of different choices” [24]. Correlation calculations were
done through the use of the Pearson correlation coefficient. The first item (“I dominated the
discussion”) was removed, resulting in a significant reliability coefficient (r = 0.81).
4.6.4 Perceived Satisfaction. Participants answered the questionnaires of task cohesion [9] and
communication quality [32] (communication efficiency, communication fairness, communication
effectiveness) in order to assess subjective satisfaction with the discussions they had. Just as other
quantitative survey items, each of the items were rated on a 7-point Likert scale.
• Task Cohesion: Task Cohesion was measured with two inquiries; “I’m happy with my team’s
level of commitment to the task.” and “Our team is united in trying to reach its consensus” [9].
The Pearson correlation coefficient revealed significant positive correlation between these
two items (r = 0.85).
• Communication Quality: We applied three concepts to measure perceived communication
quality: communication efficiency, communication fairness, communication effectiveness
[32]. The two questions inquiring about communication efficiency were used: “The chatbot
helps us more [easily or quickly] reach a consensus as a group”. The degree of communication
fairness was measured via two items (“The chatbot helps us more [openly or fairly] participate
in the discussion.”). Communication effectiveness was also measured with the use of two
questions which were “The chatbot helps us more [confidently and comfortably] participate in
the discussion”.
4.6.5 Qualitative Responses. We gathered qualitative responses using open-ended questions to
gain more insight into the users’ positive and negative experience. The open-ended questions
include “What did you like when having a discussion" and "What were you disappointed about when
having a discussion?".
4.7

Analysis Method

From the study, we can gather three sorts of data: behavioral data from the chat log or user response,
quantitative data from the surveys, and qualitative data from open-ended surveys. We conducted
quantitative analysis of the behavioral and quantitative data while engaging in qualitative analysis
upon the open-ended answers.
For the behavioral opinion alignment, we performed categorical data analysis using a chi-square
test, appropriate when the attributes of the variables are categorical, leading to nominal data. A
chi-square test was used to examine whether categorical variables show identical patterns at the
group level [1]. This allowed us to verify whether the consensus alignment ratio was identical
between the experimental and control groups. This method represents a relationship between
two variables while not implying a causal one. We used this method to determine whether the
distribution of opinion alignment is identical (homogeneity), and whether independent variables
and consensus reaching bear statistical relationships (independence).
A total of 64 sets of participant data was computationally and statistically analyzed. In terms
of behavioral participation, behavioral lexicon diversity, and quantitative survey data, a factorial
ANOVA was used to test both main effects and interactions between the independent variables.
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Table 3. High-level summarization of the main results

Opinion alignment

Consensus Reaching
Behavioral Significant difference between the conditions (𝑝 = 0.016,
Str×Fct (93.8%) > Unstr×Fct (73.5%) > Str×Unfct (63.3%) >
Unstr×Unfct (62.5%))
Main effect for facilitation (𝑝 = 0.007)

Opinion alignment

Perceived

Active participation
Even contribution

Opinion Expression
Behavioral No main and interaction effects
Behavioral Str×Fct (SD=0.0692) > Unstr×Fct (SD=0.077) >

Outspokenness

Perceived

Lexicon diversity
Deliberative quality

Discussion Quality
Behavioral Main effect for structure (𝑝 = 0.042)
Perceived
Main effect for structure (𝑝 = 0.000)

Task cohesion
Communication efficiency
Communication fairness
Communication effectiveness

Perceived Satisfaction
Perceived
Main effect for facilitation (𝑝 = 0.000)
Perceived
No main and interaction effects
Perceived
Main effect for facilitation (𝑝 = 0.037)
Perceived
No main and interaction effects

Str×Unfct (SD=0.126) > Unstr×Unfct (SD=0.142)
Main effect for facilitation (𝑝 = 0.000)

Quantitative survey responses were measured at both a group level and an individual level. A grouplevel analysis averaged individual responses by group and compared the conditions, for which there
were 12 samples (each condition included three samples). Prior to conducting statistical tests, we
examined whether the data featured equal variance. A homoscedasticity test was conducted using
the Brown-Forsythe test, the results of which revealed that all variables did not possess significant
differences in variance.
Qualitative responses were collected using open-ended questionnaires so as to acquire deeper
insights into user experience within the discussion system facilitated by the chatbot agents. Participants were asked about their experiences when engaging in discussion. We inquired as to the
good and bad features when conducting the discussion and what additional roles the chatbot could
perform in the discussion. We divided user utterances into sentences and finally obtained 523
observations. While reviewing the data, we annotated multiple keyword tags for each sentence in
order to capture the overall contexts. As a result, 213 keywords were generated and the researchers
reviewed the tags and original utterances once more. Next, we combined the related concepts with
an affinity diagramming process, resulting in 20 themes being derived from the data. Finally, four
primary categories emerged through refining and integrating the existing topics.
5

RESULTS

We found that a chatbot agent which structures discussions and promotes even participation can
improve discussions, resulting in higher quality deliberative discussion. Overall, adding structure
to the discussion positively influenced the discussion quality, and the facilitation helped groups
reach a genuine consensus and improved the subjective satisfaction of the group members.
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Table 4. Cross tabulation table of the opinion alignment matching status

5.1

Condition

Align with
consensus

Not align with
consensus

Unstructured × Unfacilitated
Structured × Unfacilitated
Unstructured × Facilitated
Structured × Facilitated

20 (62.5%)
19 (63.3%)
25 (73.5%)
30 (93.8%)

12 (37.5%)
11 (36.7%)
9 (26.5%)
2 (6.3%)

32 (25.0%)
30 (23.4%)
34 (26.6%)
32 (25.0%)

Sum

94 (73.4%)

34 (26.6%)

128 (100%)

Sum

Descriptive Analysis

No participants dropped out during the study, showing that switching platforms for the survey
did not lead non technically-savvy users to drop out. This implies that the selection bias derived
from the self-selected sample did not take place in our study. In each condition, a timestamp was
automatically recorded. There were no significant differences in time duration across the different
conditions. The average time spent conducting a discussion on two topics was 46 minutes and 39
seconds (SD = 4′17′′).
In the facilitated conditions (unstructured×facilitated, structured×facilitated), DebateBot asked
for the opinion of the participants who did not participate or those who participated the least.
We counted the number of facilitations and the response rate for facilitated conditions. In the
unstructured facilitated condition, DebateBot nudged a total of 30 times for 3 teams (10 times
for each team) and succeeded in eliciting a response with a rate of 93% (28/30). Similarly, in the
structured facilitated condition, it facilitated lurkers a total of 29 times for 3 teams (by team: 11, 8,
and 10 times), leading to a 90% response rate (26/29). Hence, it was observed that a nudge from the
chatbot induced actual participation at a high success rate.
5.2

Consensus Reaching

5.2.1 Behavioral Opinion Alignment. Table 4 illustrates the cross tabulation table of the experimental conditions and opinion alignment matching status (whether individual opinion is aligned with a
group consensus or not). Since there were two discussion topics, the total number of cases is twice
the number of participants (𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 64, 𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 128). We performed a Chi-square test for the
purpose of investigating whether there exist different patterns in opinion alignment depending on
the discussion conditions.
The chi-square result showed that the pattern of consensus-alignment differed significantly
between the varying discussion conditions (𝜒 2 = 10.03, df = 3, 𝑝 = 0.016). The pattern of gains in
opinion alignment was also verified through a Cochran-Armitage test (𝜒 2 = 8.76, df = 1, 𝑝 = 0.003).
5.2.2 Perceived Opinion Alignment. We also measured the degree of perceived user opinion alignment at both a group level and an individual level. The group-level analysis showed no statistically
significant results because of the small sample size. Regarding the individual-level analysis, the
two-way ANOVA for the perceived opinion alignment yielded the primary effect of discussant
facilitation (F(1, 60) = 7.92, 𝑝 = 0.007) but not discussion structure (F(1, 60) = 1.55, 𝑝 = 0.218). No
interaction effect was found (F(1, 60) = 0.74, 𝑝 = 0.394).
These two results show that discussants perceived that individual opinions and team consensus
were consistent when they evenly expressed their opinions and equivalently contributed to the
discussion. Based on actual participant behavior, this tendency became more pronounced not
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Measure

Manipulated Variable 𝑑 𝑓

𝐹 -value 𝑝 value

Opinion alignment
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

1.549
7.915
0.737

0.218
0.007
0.394

Message quantity
(Behavioral)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

2.769
0.524
0.322

0.101
0.472
0.572

Outspokenness
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

3.296
17.846
1.356

0.074
0.000
0.249

Lexicon diversity
(Behavioral)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

5.811
1.803
0.650

0.042
0.216
0.443

*

Deliberative quality
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

14.493
2.135
1.634

0.000
0.149
0.206

***

Task Cohesion
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

2.661
15.260
0.270

0.108
0.000
0.606

Comm. Efficiency
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

3.768
2.747
0.850

0.057
0.103
0.360

Comm. Fairness
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

2.396
4.561
0.425

0.127
0.037
0.517

Comm. Effectiveness
(Perceived)

Structure
Facilitation
Structure:Facilitation

1
1
1

1.697
1.338
0.004

0.198
0.252
0.952

Note:

**

***

***

*

∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01; ∗∗∗ p<0.001

Table 5. Two-way ANOVA results. A chatbot-moderated discussion structure has a significant influence
on the discussion quality (opinion diversity and deliberative quality). On the other hands, facilitating even
participation significantly affects opinion alignment, outspokenness, task cohesion, and communication
fairness. The reported results of perceived measures were analyzed at the individual level. The group level
analyses for these variables have not revealed a significant difference.

only when the chatbot induced lurkers’ participation, but also when it helped to structure the
discussion. Thus, reaching an authentic consensus, not a pseudo one, was possible by facilitating
even participation and through structuring the discussion.
5.3

Opinion Expression

5.3.1 Message quantity. The total number of messages per team for each condition, as based on
morpheme prevalence, were, in descending order, the unstructured and facilitated (𝑀 = 486.5, 𝑆𝐷 =
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Fig. 7. Line graphs of user perceptions of each variable according to each condition.

204.6), structured and facilitated (𝑀 = 475.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 113.42), structured and unfacilitated (𝑀 = 449.4,
𝑆𝐷 = 208.9), and unstructured and unfacilitated (𝑀 = 446.9, 𝑆𝐷 = 328.3) conditions. However, there
were no significant differences observed between these conditions (no main effect of structure: 𝑝 =
0.93; no main effect of facilitation: 𝑝 = 0.56; no structure × facilitation interaction: 𝑝 = 0.91). Even
when the message quantity was normalized by duration and number of participants, there were
no significant differences by discussion structure observed (F(1, 60) = 2.77, 𝑝 = 0.201), discussant
facilitation (F(1, 60) = 0.52, 𝑝 = 0.472), or their interaction (F(1, 60) = 0.32, 𝑝 = 0.572).

Fig. 8. Distribution of participation per participant in the experiment. Each bar represents the number of
morphemes used per second by the participant in each condition. The greater the variance, the less equally
participants contribute to the discussion.Participants in the facilitation condition contributed evenly to the
discussion.

5.3.2 Even Contribution. We examined the opinion expression pattern in terms of even contribution through a comparison SD between the conditions. The SD of morphemes produced per
second was presented with respect to unstructured and unfacilitated (0.142), structured and unfacilitated (0.126), unstructured and facilitated (0.779), and structured and facilitated (0.692) conditions.
Compared to unfacilitated discussion, participants contributed more equally to discussions when
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the chatbot encouraged reticent members to participate. Figure 8 shows this more even contribution tendency. While the variation in participation among participants was significant under
unfacilitated conditions, the phenomenon was small under facilitated conditions.
5.3.3 Outspokenness. The average level of outspokenness participants self-reported was, in descending order, the structured and facilitated (𝑀 = 6.12, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.71), unstructured and facilitated
(𝑀 = 5.94, 𝑆𝐷 = 0..52), structured and unfacilitated (𝑀 = 5.31, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.23), and unstructured and
unfacilitated (𝑀 = 4.50, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.56) conditions. While there was no significant effect for the grouplevel analysis, the factorial ANOVA at the individual-level revealed that discussant facilitation
primarily bears an effect on perceived outspokenness (F(1, 60) = 17.85, 𝑝 = 0.000) but that discussion
structure does not (F(1, 60) = 3.30, 𝑝 = 0.074). No interaction effect between discussant facilitation
and discussion structure was observed either (F(1, 60) = 1.36, 𝑝 = 0.249).
5.4

Discussion Quality

5.4.1 Lexicon Diversity (per Team). Lexicon diversity was measured based on the number of unique
lexical morphemes. The number of unique lexical morphemes was divided by the number of
participants and discussion time for standardization since five or six people participated depending
on experiment conditions, with discussion time also varying slightly. As a result, the most diverse
lexicons were generated under structured and unfacilitated conditions (𝑀 = 0.054, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.016),
followed by structured and facilitated (𝑀 = 0.043, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.006), unstructured and unfacilitated (𝑀 =
0.038, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.002), and unstructured and facilitated (𝑀 = 0.035, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.007). A statistical analysis
revealed that the discussion structure bore a significant positive effect on opinion diversity (F(1, 60)
= 5.81, 𝑝 = 0.042). However, there was no observable effect of discussant facilitation on opinion
diversity (F(1, 60) = 1.80, 𝑝 = 0.216). No interaction effect was observed (F(1, 60) = 0.65, 𝑝 = 0.44).
5.4.2 Perceived Deliberation. Factors that affect discussion quality were more apparent when
measured through the use of survey questionnaires. The degree of perceived deliberative quality
was higher in structured and facilitated (𝑀 = 5.34, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.58) and structured and unfacilitated (𝑀 =
5.31, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.62) conditions than in the case of unstructured and facilitated (𝑀 = 4.75, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.78)
and unstructured and unfacilitated (𝑀 = 4.13 , 𝑆𝐷 = 1.42) conditions. Since the number of samples
was 12, the analysis at the group level showed no statistically significant difference. However, at
the individual level analysis, the discussion structure resulted chiefly in a significant effect upon
perceived deliberative quality (F(1, 60) = 14.49, 𝑝 = 0.000). However, no effects from discussant
facilitation (F(1, 60) = 2.14, 𝑝 = 0.149) and no interaction effects (F(1, 60) = 1.63, 𝑝 = 0.206 were
demonstrated.
5.5

Perceived Satisfaction

Perceived task cohesion, communication efficiency, communication fairness, and communication
effectiveness were also used to infer perceived satisfaction. Again, while a group level analysis
revealed no significant results because of the small sample size, an individual level analysis showed
that discussant facilitation bore positive effects on task cohesion. Discussant facilitation bore
positive effects on perceived task cohesion (F(1, 60) = 15.26, 𝑝 = 0.000) and communication fairness
(F(1, 60) = 4.56, 𝑝 = 0.037). Structured discussion did not influence any of the perceived satisfaction
related variables, and no interaction effects were observed as a result of any of the variables. These
results reiterate the importance of even participation in individual satisfaction in view of team
contribution and communication fairness.
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Qualitative Results

The thematic map was constructed based on the participants’ responses for the open-ended questions. The first two of these themes reiterate findings from prior literature about deliberative
discussion, while the second two focus on the impact of the chatbot. The four major themes are as
follows:
5.6.1 Consensus is reached through time limits and goal setting. Participants can efficiently reach
a consensus by holding a discussion for an appointed time with a shared goal. Users generally
described what they experienced in comparison to the situations they encountered when they
engaged in online discussions in their daily lives. In contrast to general online discussions with no
specific objectives and time limits, an efficient and productive discussion was possible by imposing
specific goals within a limited time: “Our team was able to conclude quickly because there was a
time limit.” (P12). The chatbot served as a medium for organizing group discussions. P32 mentioned
that “It’s easy to drag on and slow down during the debate, but the chatbot effectively allocated
sufficient time for the discussion, so we were able to have an efficient discussion” (P34). Regardless
of the chatbot’s role, establishing a common goal helped the group to reach a consensus. The
structural nature of goal-setting reinforces the motivational effect [27]. P2 in the unstructured
and unfacilitated discussion condition stated "Because we had a common goal, we could somehow
agree on time."
5.6.2 A frank exchange of views is possible in an online-mediated situation. As found in previous
research, in the context of an online mediated discussion, the willingness to speak out in public
compared to the face-to-face context increases [31]. Participants were able to comfortably discuss
thoughtful topics with people from various backgrounds whom they had met for the first time.
P8 noted, “The discussion was not conducted face-to-face, so I was able to express my opinion
honestly.” This untact environment potentially reduced the psychological burden of social influence:
"It was a comfortable environment to speak frankly," (P53) and "I was able to express my opinion in
a relaxed manner without being nervous about the heavy topics” (P60).
5.6.3 Chatbot functions as a moderator. Participants recognized chatbot as a member of the group,
and specifically noted that chatbot played the role of moderator. The participants described the
chatbot as “moderator,” “facilitator,” “manager,” “guide,” “Mr. Bot,” “assistant” and “administrator.”
Specifically, the participants responded positively to the two primary roles we designed the bot
to play. DebateBot efficaciously organized the discussion: “As the chatbot proceeded with the
discussion process, it was easy for us to conduct the discussion,” (P39) and “The discussion was
structured so that we went through a systematic discussion process without wandering off the topic”
(P10). However, the participants mentioned more about the effects of facilitating reticent discussants
rather than the function of structuring the discussion: “Asking for additional opinions was a good
stimulus for the group dynamics,” (P51) “It was great that the chabot encouraged dialogue to
reflect everyone’s opinions,” (P3) “By allocating the right to speak, we had the opportunity to share
opinions fairly,” (P4) “We were highly involved because DebateBot directly said our names,” (P33)
and “Asking for additional and supplementary comments helped the discussion to proceed actively”
(P41).
In addition, it was proposed that the ideas about the chatbot’s intervention method could
be considered for future studies. For example, the chatbot directly pointed out the names of
participants’ names who were less engaged in the discussion. This intervention is appropriate in a
small-scale debate context; however, if the number of participants increases, it would be worth
considering another intervention method to facilitate participants. P45 suggested that “As the
number of participants increases, it would be more effective to provide a numerical analysis of
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the participation rate.” Moreover, P22 stated that “When opinions diverge about an issue, it would
be nice to give more opportunities to voice the minority opinions.” As such, our current system
focuses on encouraging certain participants based on their quantity of participation, but the system
could be designed to give the right to speak to those with minority opinions by mapping the stream
of opinion using natural language processing.
5.6.4 Machine and human collaboration is required. The need for a human-machine collaboration
emerged as the final topic. This concept, represented by ‘man-machine symbiosis [49]’ or ‘humancomputer integration [20]’ implies that humans and machines can have a productive relationship
and it raises the question regarding which tasks should be allocated to humans and machines.
Machines and humans can collaborate more actively in the discussion process. P27 suggested that
“If the chatbot is the main moderator, it would be nice to designate one participants to proceed the
discussion.” So, what can humans do better than chatbots? Some participants pointed out the tasks
that chatbot struggled to perform. P30 noted that “Some of the (human) participants had to come
forward and organize opinions,” and P14 indicated that “The chatbot didn’t perform the function
of organizing opinions. Even if a summarization function is implemented using the current NLP
technology, it will not be good enough.” This feedback suggests that organizing and summarizing
different perspectives can be better performed by humans. However, even if the NLP technique is
not sufficient to enable fluent discussions, the technology and agent can support human moderators
in different ways. For example, machines can help human moderators to better understand public
opinions by introducing functions, such as /pros and /cons commands so that the rationale for each
point of view is effectively structured and tracked.
6

DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Technology can help in reaching a group consensus on major social issues, and can involve more
citizens in this process. For example, a moral machine experiment which crowdsources ethical
opinions pertaining to autonomous vehicles is a representative attempt to implement society in
the loop [3, 60]. Taking a step forward from engaging citizens in the decision-making process,
deliberative discussion can help bring greater depth and nuance to the arrived-at consensus [18, 64].
This work has examined how a conversational agent can promote and support deliberative
discussion in the context of reaching consensus on the topic of ethical dilemmas. Our results
revealed that a chatbot can successfully structure discussion to improve characteristics such as
perceived deliberative quality and evenness of participation. To our knowledge, this is the first
paper within the HCI community to examine the feasibility of a chatbot agent for structuring
discussions and facilitating discussant participation. Based on the results, we discuss the study’s
implications for designing an effective deliberative discussion system.
6.1

When is it Appropriate to Reach Consensus through Deliberative Discussion?

Our study deals with topics that have social consequences but are not significantly affected by
individual interests and are not sensitive. However, in-depth consideration is needed to address how
DebateBot can contribute when dealing with more divisive and emotional topics (e.g., political, racial,
or sexual issues). With structured discussion, people may still be able to analyze and understand
positions that are strongly opposed to their own and reach logical, reason-based deductions,
even when discussion highly contentious topics. However, these situations would benefit from
interventions, chatbots or otherwise, that are more specifically tailored to the topic at hand. For
example, when discussing divisive issues, it may be more appropriate to design with interpersonal
and social power dynamics in mind, taking care to encourage and protect the contributions of
participants from marginalized groups. Finally, hate speech and harassment can be a problem when
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discussing sensitive issues. While a chatbot could certainly play a role in filtering and moderating
those comments, designers should carefully consider how such a bot could collaborate with a
human moderator to ensure the safety of all participants.
6.2

Structure Discussions for Independent Thinking and Inclusive Perspective Taking

As we have seen through our quantitative analysis, lexicon diversity and perceived deliberative
quality was improved when the chatbot agent acted to structure the discussion. Considering
the rationale for the argument prior to the discussion has enabled reasonable opinion exchange
and independent judgement in the absence of social influence [35]. If this process of reasoning
had been omitted, a biased opinion exchange could have been the result under the influence of
mainstream opinions. Since social influence may exaggerate systematic bias such as herding [51, 54],
maintaining the independence of opinions within a group is essential for deliberative discussion
and deriving a wise consensus.
An additional challenge beyond facilitating productive deliberation is how to structure the
discussion when participants begin already agreeing on a single position. Indeed, one group in the
structured and facilitated condition was unanimously in agreement with respect to one topic, and
quickly reached a statement of consensus without considering any opposing positions, resulting in
a very low level of opinion diversity. Consequently, the chatbot features we designed to facilitate
opinion diversity failed to surface alternative opinions. Although the current discussion system
does not take into account the distribution of individual original opinions, the agent does possess
the ability to intentionally instigate participant consideration of differing perspectives if all of the
prior opinions are identical or opinion distribution is extreme (e.g., “What do you think are the
advantages/disadvantages of opposite/minority opinion?”, “Why didn’t you choose the opposite
opinion?", "What do you think about this rationale of the opposition?"). Considering a different
point of view would allow for a deliberative and inclusive arrival at a consensus [18, 45, 64].
6.3

Facilitate Even Participation for the Reaching of Authentic Consensus

Our study highlighted the importance of all participants engaging actively and contributing relatively evenly to produce an authentic consensus. DebateBot intervened in the group interaction
process by encouraging participation by specific discussants within each group [38]. Discussant
facilitation resulted in better opinion alignment, a more even level of contribution, and a higher
degree of perceived outspokenness, task cohesion, and communication fairness. Interestingly, it
should be noted that chatbot’s simple nudging at times could lead to changes in user behavior.
It has been shown that DebateBot succeeded in eliciting a response from reticent members at a
rate of 91.5% (54/59). DebateBot identified 13 lurkers (from six teams), 12 of which responded to
the request at least once. Social loafing happens when an individual’s contribution is not easily
identifiable [39], and a spiral of silence occurs when one’s opinion is in opposition to multiple
other opinions [46]. Through the chatbot’s nudging, individual participant behavior became more
identifiable, and reserved discussants enjoyed greater say within the discussions held.
It is important to design a facilitation method for chatbots based on consideration of group
size. Since our experiment was conducted with small groups of 5-6 people, it was appropriate
to inquire about non-participants’ opinions. However, as the group size grows, this method may
not be effective as the number of lurkers increases and the long-tail distribution of participation
becomes more pronounced. When a large number of lurkers exist in a group, attempts to identify
them through a message may be ineffective in visibly targeting receptive individuals. In this case,
it may be more effective to provide statistical results covering individual participation levels, as
mentioned by one participant. For example, if participation data is provided in the form of a list of
all participants’ volume of engagement, each individual’s behavior will become more discernible,
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possibly leading to greater engagement by lurkers. This approach could help even if a human
moderator is present for the discussion, as this information could help them apply more appropriate
moderation and facilitation strategies.
6.4

Chatbot can act as moderator and a human collaborator

Extending previous research [41, 66, 68, 69], the current study suggests that a chabot agent has the
potential to play the role of moderator and facilitator in the discussion by encouraging positive
group dynamics. Our research was conducted in the absence of a human moderator, but the way in
which the facilitator chatbot should be designed also depends upon whether a human moderator
will be present.
In the absence of a human moderator, the chatbot can affect the structuring of the discussion
and distribution of participation opportunities, as in our study. Although the current study focuses
on promoting those who are less engaged, functions such as slow mode [67], which limits participation for a period of time, can be used to restrain highly active participants from monopolizing
conversations. Furthermore, the function of summarizing and structuring unthreaded opinions
using natural language processing can be utilized [41, 78]. A healthy and respectful community
can be established by empowering a chatbot with the ability to filter out harassment and abusive
language usage.
Meanwhile, if a human moderator is present in the discussion, the chatbot and human agent
can build on each other’s strengths [47, 73]. This potential for human-machine collaboration
was also identified in qualitative responses by participants. Machines can automate work that
is cumbersome for humans to perform, and can enhance and support moderation by reducing
any human moderators’ level of cognitive burden. For example, it is efficient to automate time
management, facilitating participation based on computational criteria, and filtering out specific
words. Furthermore, chatbot agents can recommend appropriate moderator comments during
each stage of a given discussion [47]. Chatbots can assist human moderators in more effectively
engaging in discussion by providing information pertinent to participants and opinion in terms of
perspective. Based on this information, human moderators can ask in-depth follow-up questions.
6.5

Future Work and Limitations

We present limitations and future research directions. First, although we compare the relevant
features of the chatbot agent, we did not compare the chatbot facilitator with a human equivalent.
The effect of the same function can vary depending upon whether a person or a machine fulfills that
role [34]. Future research will explore how the moderator’s identity affects both the process and
results of the discussion. Second, we did not control for participants’ characteristics or prior attitudes.
This is because, in our approach to consensus arrival, we focused on the degree of individual
agreement in the group consensus rather than on individual opinion changes. However, we believe
that we can investigate group dynamics in depth by understanding the effects of individuals’
characteristics and beliefs. Thus, future work will also consider individuals’ characteristics (e.g.,
income, social status, race, education) as well as their prior beliefs. Third, it should be noted that
several results that showed statistical significance were measured at the individual level. However,
the group level analysis of the variable measuring the user’s perceived perception did not show
statistically significant results. Future work should be conducted in the wild context to gather
a sufficient number of samples to generalize and verify our study’s results. Forth, we used only
one specific method when implementing the chatbot’s primary functions. Further research may
be conducted to look into various methods of implementing the chief functions of the chatbot.
Lastly, additional functions such as summarizing and organizing opinions, voting, and censoring
aggressive expressions would be wise to address in future studies.
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CONCLUSION

A conversational agent can be a promising method to facilitate deliberative online discussions. Our
study indicates that a chatbot agent can perform a moderator’s role during discussions by structuring
them and facilitating the discussants. A chatbot-moderated discussion structure improves discussion
quality, and discussant facilitation engenders even participation and authentic consensus-reaching.
Our study’s results have not only positive implications in the fields of HCI and CSCW, but also
far-reaching societal impacts by enabling society members to participate and discuss societal and
ethical issues that will shape our future.
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